Geo tracker fuel pump relay location

The Geo Tracker fuel pump is electric so you should check its fuses and relays before looking
at the fuel pump itself. If your fuel tank is not empty but your engine is still having trouble
getting fuel, you may need to clean or replace your fuel pump The Geo Tracker's variety of
styles may determine the replacement fuel pump you choose. Choose a new fuel pump for your
Geo Tracker. This will require you to know the make and model, engine size and engine type.
Models made from to have a 1. Prepare your vehicle for fuel pump servicing. Release the fuel
system pressure, disconnect the negative battery cable and safely raise your vehicle. Drain the
fuel tank and remove its connections. Remove the fuel tank mounting fasteners with a socket
wrench and lower the fuel tank from the underside of your vehicle. Remove the retaining bolts
from the fuel pump with a socket wrench and lift the fuel pump out of the fuel tank. Discard the
old gasket. Install the new fuel pump using the items included in the kit, especially the gasket.
Align the holes for the retaining bolts and push the fuel pump into the tank. Install the retaining
bolts and tighten them securely. Complete the installation by reversing the removal procedure.
Tighten the fuel tank mounting fasteners to This article was written by a professional writer,
copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our
readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn
more, see our about us page: link below. Items you will need Fuel pump kit Socket wrench set
Torque wrench. Writer Bio This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. The Geo Tracker came equipped with a 1. The Tracker included many standard
features including bucket seats, power brakes, 15 inch wheels and driver and passenger front
airbags. The Tracker also came with an electric fuel pump that sat inside the fuel tank of the
vehicle. As with all parts on your vehicle, the fuel pump fails from time to time and needs to be
replaced. Because the fuel pump is difficult to get to, it is important to first troubleshoot the part
to ensure that you need to install a new one. Jump to: navigation , search. Two key signals to
look for are the engine not starting at all or the engine completely stalling as you drive and
press the accelerator pedal to try and increase the speed of the Tracker. Check to see if the fuel
pump begins working when the Tracker's battery is energized. Insert the ignition key into the
Tracker's ignition and turn the key one notch to the right. The vehicle's battery should begin
working but the engine is still turned off. The fuel pump should start sending gasoline from the
fuel tank to the engine as soon as the battery is on. You will be able to hear the pump working if
you perform this test in a quiet place. If you are not sure whether you hear the pump working or
if you cannot find a quiet environment to check, have a second person listen near the fuel tank
of the Tracker for you. Determine whether the fuel pressure on the Tracker is low. Attach a fuel
pressure gauge to the Schrader valve of the engine and turn the engine on. The Schrader valve
looks a lot like the air valve on a car or truck tire. With the engine idling, look at the fuel
pressure gauge and read the current fuel pressure level. See if the fuel pressure regulator is
working properly if the fuel pressure is low. The regulator may be causing the low pressure
instead of the fuel pump. Leave the fuel pressure gauge attached to the Schrader valve and the
engine idling. Gently squeeze the black fuel line attached to the fuel pressure regulator and see
if the fuel pressure increases. If the pressure goes up the regulator is faulty and not the fuel
pump. Categories : Repairs Geo Tracker. Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log
in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last modified on
8 May , at How can you test fuel pump relay? Do you. Unplug the relay, being careful no to break
the lock tabs. Identify the two control circuit terminals and the two power circuit terminals. Most
relays have a diagram printed on the case itself to identify these terminals. If not, look at the
mounting base of the relay. The two thin-gauge wires that connect to the relay feed the control
circuit terminals; the other two thick-gauge wires connect to the power terminals. Test for
continuity between the two power terminals on the relay. Using an ohmmeter, set it at the lowest
resistance range and touch the meter leads to each of the relay power terminals. You should
read infinite resistance; otherwise, the contact points are shorted. If this is the case, replace the
relay. Connect the end of a fused jumper wire to the positive terminal of the car battery see the
Tips section bellow and the other end to one of the control circuit terminals on the relay. Hook
the end of a regular jumper wire to the other control terminal and touch the other end of the
jumper wire to a good ground on your vehicle this could be the engine block itself. As you
touch ground with the wire, the relay should make a clicking sound. If not, swap the jumper wire
connections. If you still cannot hear the click sound, the relay is shorted. Replace the relay.
Leave the jumper wires connected to the relay control terminals and test the power terminals for
continuity as you did in step 4. This time you should read zero or a resistance value in the
hundredths or thousandths. If you read infinite resistance, replace the relay. Was this answer.
Please login or register to post a reply. What Could Be The Problem? I Dont Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Asked by Wiki User. The fuel pump relay on a 96 Geo Tracker is

located in the main fuse box. It is positioned along the right side of the engine compartment,
inside a water tight enclosure. Where can i buy a fuel pump relay for 1. Where is the location of
the fuel pump relay? Location of fuel pump relay Buick Lesabre. Where is the location of fuel
pump relay on Chevy Blazer? Where is the fuel pump relay on a ford puma. The fuel pump relay
of a Chevy Camaro can be found inside the relay fuse block. It provides power to the fuel pump.
The fuel pump relay on a Chevy Tracker is located on the driver's side of the vehicle under the
dash. It is in the wiring harness that is just above and to the left of the brake pedal. The fuel
pump relay is located on the passenger side in the engine compartment. Your fuel pump relay is
located on the firewall passenger side. The fuel pump relay is located in the fuse box under the
hood. The fuel pump relay is located under the dash on the passenger side of the Corvette.
Their are 2 under that location one is the overdrive relay and the fuel pump relay. Hi, Your fuel
pump is located inside the gas tank. Steve H. Ask Question. Geo Tracker. See Answer. Top
Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where do you buy a fuel pump relay for a Geo
Tracker? Where is the fuel pump relay on a 91 mercury capri? Location of Buick lesabre fuel
pump relay? How do you replace fuel pump relay in Mazda protege? Falcon el fuel pump relay
location? Where is the location of fuel pump relay ford puma? Is the electronic fuel injection
system fuse the same as the fuel pump fuse on a Geo Tracker V6? Where is the fuel pump relay
located on a Buick lesabre? How do you change the fuel pump relay on a Mercury Topaz?
Location fuel pump relay Chevy Camaro? Where is the fuel pump relay located on a 91 Chevy
Tracker? Location of 87 grand national fuel pump relay? Where is the fuel pump relay on a 96
Geo Tracker? Where is the location of the fuel pump relay on a Mercedes Benz class? Where is
the fuel pump relay located on your Chevy s? Fuel pump relay location f? Where is Opel vectra
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Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Asked by Wiki User. The fuel
pump relays are mounted on an "L" bracket underneath the ECM. Both have something to do
with the Fuel pump. Be careful not to get it confused with the horn relay it is in the same vicinity
under the dash on the drivers side. Where can i buy a fuel pump relay for 1. There is no fuse for
the fuel pump just a fuel pump relay. The relay is not the common problem on these vehicles.
More likely the fuel pump. The fuel pump is controlled by a relay. It does not have an inertia
switch. The fuel pump relay on a Chevy Tracker is located on the driver's side of the vehicle
under the dash. It is in the wiring harness that is just above and to the left of the brake pedal.
Your fuel pump relay is located on the firewall passenger side. The fuel pump relay on a 96 Geo
Tracker is located in the main fuse box. It is positioned along the right side of the engine
compartment, inside a water tight enclosure. The G20 Chevrolet Van fuel relay switch is located
on the front of the fuel tank. The relay switch is next to the fuel pump. In the relay block with the
other relays. Blown fuse, defective fuel pump relay, or a worn out fuel pump. The relay is in a
block of relays on the left side of the engine compartment just back of the air cleaner. The relay
cover should tell you what position the fuel pump relay is in. The fuel pump relay on the Honda
Civic wagon will be located on the fuel line. Follow this line to the gas tank underneath the
vehicle. This relay will be located on the right side of the line before it goes into the tank. Best
price for fuel pump relay is A PT Cruiser does have a fuel pump relay. They have a fuel pump
relay rather than a fuel pump switch. The fuel pump relay is located in the fuse box. MPI relay is
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prior written permission of Multiply. Hello Guest. Digger I got the news from Bioniconion that
the fuel pump I needed to finish this truck apparently got lost in the mail Oh well I think I might
have found another to replace it I got a call yesterday from the ECM company. They said they
got it and tested it and it had gone bad again, so they re-built it again and would be sending it
right back to me. Free because it was still under warranty! Once this comes back and I get the
fuel tank back together, this thing is running! I can hardly wait! Had a cool sig pic till I changed
the text HotRod Luck of the Irish is on your side today. Well, he just said to open it and look and
I'm smart enough not to touch any electrical board without being grounded at the very least, I
know that from installing PCI cards and such in my computer I'm just glad I took the time to call
SIA Electronics before breaking their seals since it was still under warranty! So far, I'm really
lucking out with this trucklet Rhinoman I tested all the relays and they all work fine outside the
trucklet. Some good news in all of this though: A tech at ECM to go asked me to get the
numbers off the ECM and even advised that I could pull it out and check the board for damage.
When I crawled under the dash to get the numbers, I couldn't find the factory stickers where
they were supposed to be, so I pulled the unit out. I searched for their website online and found
a customer service toll free number and called it. The tech had me read her the numbers on
their sticker and I found out it was still under warranty! So now I'm sending it back in to them to
be bench tested and repaired if needed under warranty. When it comes back, I'll know for sure
that the ECM is good. Then if the trucklet still doesn't work right, I'll at least know it's not the
ECM! Every fuse I've found has tested out fine. When I turn the key to "on" all the idiot lights are
lit up and I hear a couple clicks from under the hood, as well as a couple of relays near the ECM,
but the supposed "main" relay and the fuel pump relay aren't getting the signal to turn on Well,
first of all the ECM is the fuel injection. I would take a look at the ignition switch too, just to
make sure you don't have a worn contact that is causing all your grief, I wore mine out, had to
"remanufacture" it. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject. You must have a
blown fuse or a broken wire,the power relay turns on the ecm and your fuel pump will not run
with out that relay working first. No Hairy Nosed Wombats were ran over on the trail today. My
ZUK is Xenophobic. So as long as the damage to my ECM is limited to the fuel pump power
supply and the FI runs fine, I should be alright with just a switch to turn on the pump, but if the
tracker doesn't run right, then I would suspect the injector control in the ECM is fried, too and I
would need a new ECM Also I read that the relay beside the fuel pump relay is the "Main" relay
and that it should click with the key on as well as the fuel pump relay. What does this control?
I'm wondering because that relay doesn't get signal either The ECU fuel pump shut off is a
saftey measure, as far as running it would run fine. Do you think
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I would be fine just wiring in a switch? That way I could shut down the fuel pump myself in the
event of an emergency Bring the power to the switch from an ignition switched source so the
key would also shut it down Would work in theory at least The ECM does give a signal to the
pump, it will shut off the pump about 3 seconds after the engine stops running, such as in event
of an engine stalling or a failed start attempt. DirtDevil Sj Full exo, Locked, race buckets, 5 point
I searched on the subject of ECM and came up with the most common failure of the ECM is to
loose signal to the fuel pump or the injectors. I also saw a post by Whitfield that said something
about the main relay right beside the fuel pump relay and that I should get a click out of each
one when turning on the key. I don't get a click out of either one. So is it a bad ECM or am I
missing something else here? If the trucklet seems to run fine when getting fuel, wont wiring
the pump up to a switch work fine then? SMF 2.

